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Welcome to Flex NBA! Find worthy opponents and take on other teams 
using the amazing skills of your favorite NBA players.

SQUAD UP ⇒ STRATEGIZE ⇒ WIN!
Flex NBA is a strategy game about knocking down the opponent team’s 
confidence until your team reigns supreme.

You will build a Roster of Player Tiles, called Flexagons, that represent 
your favorite NBA players. Each Flexagon has Confidence Points (CP).
When a Flexagon’s CP is reduced to 0, they are considered Taken Out 
and can no longer influence the game.

Each turn, you will take special actions and then Flex with one of your 
Flexagons. A Flex is a unique move against your opponent (OPP) that 
might reduce their Flexagon’s CP. When all your OPP’s Flexagons on 
the court are Taken Out, you win!

The “Advanced” Mode involves lots of strategy to mix things up. In 
addition to Flexagons, you get to use FX Tiles, which are one-time-use 
abilities that provide powerful advantages to change the course of the 
game. You can also Upgrade your Flexagons to turn them into stronger, 
more advanced versions of themselves. Finally, you can Unlock new 
Flexes for each of your Flexagons over the course of the game, meaning 
things heat up the longer you play.
ALL WORDS IN BOLD ARE DEFINED IN THE GLOSSARY.

**Note: The following rules are for players aged 10 and up, or advanced 
players. An “Easy” mode for younger players, or gamers who are new to 
this genre of strategy gaming is available here: 
www.flexnba.com/pages/gameplay
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Section 1: HOW TO WIN
Eliminate your opponent’s Flexagons by 
reducing their Confidence Points (CP) to 
0. If your opponent has no remaining 
Active Flexagons (meaning they have none 
left on the Game Board) you 
win! Flexagons that remain on the Bench
do not prolong the game, because they 
must be substituted in & on the Game 
Board to be considered Active.

http://www.flexnba.com/pages/gameplay
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Section 2: GAME PIECES
Flexagon: A tile representing an NBA player that can be used to inflict 
Damage or effects to the opposing team. Read Section 3 to learn more 
about Flexagons.
FX Tile: A tile that temporarily changes the rules of the game in various 

ways. They can cause you to boost or reduce Damage, restore CP
to your Teammates, place Status FX on your opponents, or cause 
mayhem by forcing your opponent to make moves (like discarding 
their tiles during a turn). Assemble & organize your FX Tiles to 
build the perfect strategy to compliment your Flexagons.

Game Board: This represents the basketball court where all your 
Flexagons duke it out in an intense game of basketball.

PlayAction Die: This is a 20-sided die that is used to determine what 
you can do during a given turn. It will give you special actions you 
can take in addition to the Flex you always get to make. Read 
Section 5 to learn more about the PlayAction Die.
There are six potential actions as a result of rolling
the PlayAction Die.

Flex

Use an FX Tile

Upgrade a Player Tile

Substitute a Player Tile

Unlock a higher Tier Flex

Unlock two higher Tier Flexes

Ball Die: This is a 12-sided numeric die that is used to 
determine if certain moves & bonuses are successful or 
not.

Tokens: These are used to show total Damage done to a 
Flexagon’s CP or any currently Active Status FX.

a) Damage Tokens: These are tokens used to denote 
the amount of Damage done to a Flexagon’s CP. If 
Damage Tokens are not used, a scoring sheet or 
piece of paper should be used to keep track of each 
Player’s CP.

b) Dazzled Token: This token is used when a Flexagon
has the Dazzled Status FX. If a Dazzled Token is not 
available, a dime can be used. Read Section 7 to 
learn more about Status FX.

c) Overmatched Token: This token is used when a 
Flexagon has the Overmatched Status FX. If an 
Overmatched Token is not available, a nickel can be 
used. Read Section 7 to learn more about Status FX.

Quick Reference Card: A card briefly explaining the Status FX, 
icons, abbreviations & terminology of Flex.
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Section 3: FLEXAGONS
INFORMATION ON THE FRONT OF A FLEX NBA FLEXAGON

1. PLAYER NAME
2. FLEXAGON LEVEL: There are currently four Flexagon Levels:

a) Level 1: ROOKIE or BASIC
b) Level 2: RISING STAR, VETERAN, TEAM VERSION, OR ALL-STAR
c) Level 3: ALL-NBA
d) Level 4: MVP
e) Level 5+: More to come!
Most Flexagons are Basic or Rookie. Flexagons above level 1 are called 
Upgrade Tiles.
Upgrade Tiles can only be brought into play by taking the Upgrade Action 
(explained in Section 5).

3. CONFIDENCE POINTS (CP): A player’s total amount of confidence.
4. PLAYER-TYPE: There are 11 types of Flexagons represented with different 

icons. Each player-type has different skill sets. Assemble the ones that 
match your personality & strategic playing style! See Section 6 for more 
details!

**Note: Some player-types will evolve as you acquire their Upgrade Tiles. When 
some Flexagons are Upgraded, their Player Type can also be altered. This can 
be a significant advantage. For example, Basic Blake Griffin is a Versatile-type. 
However, All-Star Blake Griffin is a Power-type. This allows you an advantage 
against certain opponents & can help you turn the tide of the game!
5. REQUIRES: This shows the preceding tile that must be in play before you can 

swap it out for a matching Upgrade Tile using the Upgrade Action. Basic 
tiles do not require any preceding tiles because they are Level 1 and start 
the game already in play.

1⃣

EXAMPLE
On James Harden’s All-Star Upgrade Tile, it 
says, “Requires  Basic.” This means that 
the All-Star Upgrade Tile can only be  
played when stacked on top of a James
Harden Basic tile that is active and in play.

2⃣

3⃣4⃣

5⃣
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Section 3: FLEXAGONS (cont’d)
INFORMATION ON THE BACK OF A FLEX NBA FLEXAGON
1. BALLIN’ VS & SOFT VS: A list of player-types that your Flexagon is strong or 

weak against, depicted in icons. This can affect how much Damage they 
deal.

2. AVAILABLE FLEXES: These are the Flexes available to use in a game. They 
Damage your opponents and cause special boosts and effects. Most 
Flexagons have two or three available, listed as Tier 1, Tier 2, or Tier 3. 
At the start of the game, your Flexagons may only use their Tier 1 
Flexes.

3. FLEX BASE DAMAGE: This number denotes the base Damage for each Tier 
Flex, which is the amount your opponent’s CP is reduced as a result of 
the Flex.

**Note: Some Flexes do not have a base Damage!
4. UNLOCK REQUIREMENTS: This shows how many Unlock actions you must 

take to gain access to this Flex. For example, a Tier 2 Flex has one 
Unlock Requirement. You must take exactly one Unlock action to gain 
access to it. A Tier 3 Flex will have two Unlock Requirements. This 
means you must take one Unlock action to gain access to Tier 2, and 
then follow it up with a second Unlock action to gain access to Tier 3. 
However, if you get two Unlock actions at the same time, you can Unlock
both Tier 2 and Tier 3 in a single turn.

5. GAME VERSION: Flex NBA will release new versions of the game each year 
to match significant events in the sports season like the draft, free 
agency, the trade deadline and of course… The Playoffs!

1⃣ 2⃣

3⃣

4⃣

5⃣
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Section 4: “ADVANCED MODE” BUILD YOUR ROSTER
Flex can be a much more deep, strategic game featuring more possible 
twists and turns, like a real basketball game. First, you have to build your 
roster, which includes all the Flexagons and FX Tiles you will use in this 
game. Make all the selections below before revealing anything to your 
OPP:

Each player starts with five starting Active Flexagons that can be placed 
in the “Player” slots on the Game Board. These must be Level 1 
Flexagons, such as Rookie or Basic. None can be identical types 
(e.g., you cannot have two “New York Knicks Derrick Rose” 
Flexagons in your Roster)

Each player may have up to 10 FX Tiles that can be placed in the “FX” 
slots on the Game Board. You may not have more than 2 of any 
specific FX Tile. For example, you may only have 2 “Beast Mode” 
tiles, as well as only 2 “Nice Kicks” tiles.

Each player may have up to 5 Flexagons on the Bench, & these tiles are 
stored off the main Game Board. These also must be Level 1 
Flexagons.

Each player may have any number of Upgrade Flexagons that go with 
their other 10 chosen Flexagons. Throughout the course of the 
game, they might get brought into play by swapping out the lower-
level versions.

Read Section 10 for a more detailed breakdown of legal and illegal 
Player & FX Tile setups.

Section 5: “ADVANCED” MODE GAME RULES
The pace of Flex NBA games is like a real basketball game… fast & intense!
Once your game is set up as described in Section 4, roll the Ball Die. The 
player who has the higher number goes first. Then, players alternate taking 
turns. A turn has six steps:

Step 1: PlayAction Die. Roll the PlayAction Die. It will tell you what 
special things you can do at the start of your turn.
Step 2: Flex. Choose one of your Active Flexagons who you’d like to make 
a Flex. Announce to your opponent which Flex you are using.
Step 3: Defend. Allow your opponent to choose a Flexagon to defend 
against that Flex.
Step 4: Trigger the Flex. Follow the directions under the description of 
the Flex to find out what happens. A persistent effect like a Status FX,
Player Ability, or FX Tile might modify how the Flex works.
Step 5: Calculate Damage. See how much your Flex hurts the OPP
Flexagon’s CP. Apply appropriate Damage Tokens and/or Status FX to 
your opponent’s Flexagon(s).
Step 6: Clean Up. Check to see if any Flexagons are at 0 CP, or if any 
abilities trigger and deal extra Damage or some other effect.

After step 6, your turn ends. Now it’s your opponent’s turn. Repeat the 
steps listed above.

**Note: For faster games, Flex NBA can be played using Alternate Game Setups. Flex can be played 
4v4, 3v3, 2v2, & even 1v1. In these cases, you start with a smaller number of Active Flexagons on the 
Game Board. You can limit the number of Flexagons permitted on a Bench. You can also limit the 
number of FX Tiles permitted in the game. You can also eliminate the need to Upgrade Flexagons, 
allowing you to start a game with your highest level Flexagons.
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Section 5: “ADVANCED” MODE GAME RULES (cont’d)
Step 1: PlayAction Die

The PlayAction Die has 6 possible results. Each one tells you 
something special you can do on your turn. No matter what you roll, a 
few things remain true:
• After rolling and taking a special action, you go to Step 2 of your 

turn. This is where you get to Flex with an Active Flexagon.
• You don’t have to use your special action. If you cannot or don’t 

want to take the special action you rolled, you can just skip straight 
to your Flex step.

Here are the 6 possible results you can roll on the PlayAction Die:
1. Flex Only: You don’t get a special action. Skip straight to Step 2 

and make a Flex.
2. Substitution: You may substitute a player from your Bench into 

the game.
3. Upgrade: You may upgrade an Active or Bench Flexagon. You 

must own the prerequisite tile to upgrade the Flexagon. Then, Flex
on your opponent. If you don’t have any available upgrades, then 
just Flex on your opponent.

4. Unlock: You get one Unlock action to unlock a higher-tier Flex for 
any Active or Bench Flexagon. Check out Step 2: Flex for more 
information.

5. Double Unlock: You get two Unlock actions, but both must be 
spent on the same Flexagon.

6. Use an FX Tile: You may use any of your pre-selected FX Tiles. 
Once you use an FX Tile, you may not use it again.

Here’s more detail on each of these special actions:
Substitution
• Substitutions DO NOT remove Damage Tokens from a Flexagon.
• Substitutions DO remove all active effects such as Status FX & 

buff/debuffs resulting from Flexes or an FX Tile.
• When you make your Flex for the turn, you may choose the new Flexagon

substituted into the game or choose to Flex with a different Active 
Flexagon.

• If you substitute a Flexagon out of the game & an Active FX Tile is on 
that Flexagon, the FX Tile expires & cannot be used in the game again.

Upgrade
• When you upgrade a Flexagon, you take a lower level Active or Bench 

Flexagon and replace it with its higher-level version.
• To play a higher-level version of a Flexagon, you must be replacing the tile 

that is exactly one level lower than it.
o For example, to upgrade to All-NBA Russell Westbrook, you must 

own the Basic Russell Westbrook, upgrade that tile to the All-Star 
Russell Westbrook & then you can upgrade the tile to the All-NBA 
Russell Westbrook.

o You cannot upgrade a Basic tile to an MVP tile without first 
upgrading to the All-Star & All-NBA versions first.

• The upgraded version of a Flexagon keeps all unlocked Flexes (such as 
Tier 2 and Tier 3 Flexes)

• An upgrade removes any Active Status FX.
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Section 5: “ADVANCED” MODE GAME RULES (cont’d)
FX Tile
At the start of the game, you can choose up to 10 different FX Tiles to 
include in your roster. This will have very powerful effects that can 
change the state of the game. Here are some things to note:
• When you use an FX Tile, you cannot use it again later. The FX Tile 

resolves its effect (which might take multiple turns) and then is 
removed from the game.

• However, there might be special ways to gain access to an FX Tile 
you already used. Be on the lookout for these powerful abilities!

• FX Tiles are often the best way to do exactly what you want to do. If 
you’re not rolling enough Unlock or Upgrade actions, there are FX 
Tiles that will let you do this anyway, and sometimes in more 
powerful ways.

Step 2: Flex
At this step, choose one of your Active Flexagons and flip to its back to 
see its available Flexes. Choose an available Flex to trigger:
• A Tier 1 Flex or ability can always be used for this step, subject to any 

conditions set by previously played tiles & abilities.
• Tier 2 or Tier 3 Flexes always start Locked. You need to roll an 

Unlock action on the PlayAction Die to gain access to these Flexes. 
To Unlock any Flex, you must have already unlocked the version below 
it.

• FX Tiles can also be used to Unlock Flexes when necessary.
• Each Flex Tier has descriptive text that explains the actions, Player 

Abilities, prerequisites & other buffs/debuffs that a Flexagon may do.
• When a Flexagon upgrades to a higher-level version, it keeps all 

unlocked Flex Tiers.

Whichever Flex you pick, proceed to Step 3.

**Note: Some Flexes do no base Damage. 
For example, Rising Star De’Aaron Fox’s 
Tier 1 Flex “Circus Layup” does no Damage
to CP, but it’s still a great move because it 
impacts the gameplay in your favor! All 
opposing Tank- and Versatile-types are 
Shook for 1 turn!

EXAMPLE

Look at All-NBA Stephen Curry. His Tier 1 Flex is “I Am the System” which deals 
40 Damage & can be used during any turn.

His Tier 2 Flex is “Relocation Magician.” You must take the Unlock action to 
gain access to this Flex.

His Tier 3 Flex is “Changed the Game.” This requires taking a second Unlock 
action after first unlocking Tier 2. Both Unlock actions can happen in the same 
turn if you roll a Double Unlock on the PlayAction Die.
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Section 5: “ADVANCED” MODE GAME RULES (cont’d)
Step 3: Defend

After you’ve determined which Flex you are using, the OPP chooses 
which of their Active Flexagons to defend with. There are some things 
you’ll want to keep in mind:
• Normally, the OPP can pick whichever Active Flexagon they want. 

This can give them an advantage and help them protect extremely 
damaged Flexagons.

• However, there are special Status FX and other abilities that will 
prevent the OPP from choosing. For example, there is a Status FX 
called Overmatched which forces the Defender to pick a damaged 
Flexagon to defend all your Flexes.

• If the OPP ever has multiple Flexagons that MUST be chosen to 
defend a Flex (such as two Flexagons that both have the 
Overmatched Status FX), the offensive player gets to choose 
which one defends from among only those Flexagons.

Step 4: Trigger the Flex

After both the Flexer and Defender are chosen, it’s time to resolve all 
the effects caused by the Flex you chose.
• This might cause new Status FX or other abilities to occur that 

can hurt your enemy and give you an advantage.
• Make sure to keep track of any other ongoing effects in the game. 

These might change how your Flex works this turn!

Step 5: Calculate Damage

Whether your Flex deals Damage to one or more of your OPP’s Flexagons, 
it’s time to see exactly how much Damage you’ve dealt. Here is the process 
for calculating Damage:
1. Check the Player-Type of each OPP Flexagon that is taking Damage.
2. Look at the back of your Flexagon to see what you are Ballin’ VS and 

Soft VS against:
• If your flexing Flexagon is Ballin’ VS the Flexagon taking Damage, the 

base Damage dealt is DOUBLED.
• If your flexing Flexagon is Soft VS the Flexagon taking Damage, the 

base Damage dealt is HALVED (rounded down).
• If your flexing Flexagon is neither Ballin’ VS nor Soft VS, the base 

Damage is unmodified.
**Note: Ballin’ VS & Soft VS only apply to the base Damage amount & not 
to additional Damage done from Ball Die rolls or other Status FX & Player 
Abilities.
3. Finally, check to see if there are any other ongoing abilities that reduce 

or increase the Damage being dealt.

**Note: There can be situations where Damage to CP is less than 5. This means that Damage cannot 
be denoted using Damage Tokens because the smallest denomination is 5. Use a notepad or pennies 
to denote Damage that is less than 5. Some damage might be fractional (for example: .5 Damage, .25 
Damage, and so on). To keep things simple, round down fractional Damage (like 2.5 to 2).

To see detailed examples of how to resolve a Flex, go to Section 7.
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Section 5: “ADVANCED” MODE GAME RULES (cont’d)
Step 6: Clean Up

There are several things to do before the other player starts their turn.
1. Check to see if any Flexagons were Taken Out during the turn.
a) Some Flexes can Damage more than one Flexagon & can 

sometimes even Damage the Flexing Player and/or their 
Teammates! So, make sure to check every Flexagon that was 
affected by the Flex.

b) Once total Damage is greater than or equal to the stated CP, that 
Flexagon is Taken Out. Remove that Flexagon from the Game 
Board.

c) An empty space on your side of the Game Board can only be filled 
by a Flexagon from the Bench. To do so, you must use a 
substitution action. Certain FX Tiles or Player Abilities can also 
revive a previously Taken Out Flexagon.

d) If an FX Tile is active on a Flexagon that has been Taken Out, the 
FX Tile also expires & cannot be used in the game again.

1. If your OPP has no Active Flexagons on the Game Board, you win 
the game! Remember, having Flexagons on your Bench that have 
not been substituted into the game does not prolong the game. For 
the game to continue, you must have Active Flexagons on the 
Game Board.

2. Remove one turn from the duration of any Status FX, FX Tiles, or 
other abilities affecting any of your Flexagons. If the Status FX or 
ability reaches 0, it expires and no longer has an effect.

3. Check to see if any Status FX or abilities that affect your players 
require a Ball Die roll to resolve at the end of the turn. Roll 
individually for each effect and follow its instructions (such as taking 
additional CP Damage or ending the effect).

Section 6: STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

While the flow of the game is quick and easy to pick up, there are several 
things you’ll want to keep in mind while picking a good strategy to take on your 
opponent. This section goes into deeper detail about various Player-Types 
and Status FX.

Player-Types
Each Player-Type will follow a specific strategy. Build your team with 
Flexagons that match how you want to play. But don’t pick too many of the 
same type! If your opponent has a Flexagon that is Ballin’ VS that type, you’ll 
get rocked. Here are the 11 types.
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Section 6: STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS (cont’d)
Each Player-Type will follow a specific strategy. Build your team with 
Flexagons that match how you want to play. But don’t pick too many 
of the same type! If your opponent has a Flexagon that is Ballin’ VS 
that type, you’ll get rocked. Here are the 11 types:

Assault-types are potent offensive Flexagons that can go 
on hot & cold streaks. They often have multiplier Damage
by rolling the Ball Die & they can easily catch fire.

Defensive-types are not the best for dropping your 
opponent’s CP, but they are excellent at stopping Flexes
from the opposing team. Their lock down defense renders 
many of their opponents Ice Cold!

Flashy-types are magicians with the basketball, leaving 
their opponents & fans in awe of their skills. They can 
leave their opponents Schooled, Shook, Overmatched, or 
dealing with other very powerful negative effects.

High IQ-types have lots of different moves & they work with 
any kind of Roster. They make winning plays in many ways 
& impose Status FX that can render your opponent 
powerless.

Hustle-types are great at giving your team extra 
possessions by crashing the boards & creating turnovers. 
These Flexagons allow you to roll the PlayAction Die
again, take extra turns, or cause your enemy to discard 
tiles from their Rosters.

Marksman-types are deadly shooters from long range. In addition to 
good Damage, their long-range shots can Damage multiple 
opponents at one time or leave opponents Shook. This area of effect 
Damage can cripple the opposing team’s confidence!

Power-types are ferocious & aggressive showmen featuring very 
strong Flexes. Oftentimes, though, a Power-type’s Flexes must be 
unlocked before use or require the roll of the Ball Die to determine if 
they hit or not.

Rogue-types are known for their drives to the basket & quick cuts to 
the hoop. They deal below-average Damage, but they are also 
stronger against more varieties of opponents.

Support-types love to set their Teammates up. In addition to 
damaging opponents’ CP, they increase the Flexes & abilities of their 
Teammates for future turns or can call on their Teammates to also 
Flex!

Tank-types are strong in the painted area. This means they have good 
Flexes & higher CP to start, but don’t have a lot of special abilities. 
Many Tanks can also Taunt or force your opponent to Flex on them, 
absorbing Damage while protecting other valuable Teammates.

Versatile-types are hybrid players that have an array of skills and 
abilities, such as defense, shooting, size & speed. They often leave 
players Schooled while boosting their Teammates Flexes with the 
spacing they create.
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Section 6: STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS (cont’d)
Status FX
There are five Status FX:
1. Shook: The affected Flexagon cannot Flex, defend, or be substituted 

out.
a. Turn the Flexagon counterclockwise to denote this Status FX.
b. The Shook Status FX lasts for a number of turns, as 

determined by the description on the Player or FX Tile.
c. A new instance of Shook on the same Flexagon replaces the 

old one and restarts the turn timer to whatever the ability that 
triggered it states.

2. Dazzled: You must roll the Ball Die to Flex with this Flexagon. If an 
even number is rolled, the Flex is successful. If an odd number is 
rolled, the Flex fails & your Dazzled Flexagon loses 15 CP! 

a. Place a Dazzled Token (or a dime) on the Flexagon to denote 
this Status FX.

b. The Dazzled Status FX lasts for a number of turns determined 
by the description on the Flexagon or the FX Tile. 

c. A new instance of Dazzled on the same Flexagon replaces the 
old one and restarts the turn timer to whatever the ability that 
triggered it states.

4. Ice Cold: The affected Flexagon cannot Flex or be substituted out & 
must be the target of any opponent Flex for a minimum of two turns.

a. Turn the Flexagon clockwise to denote this Status FX.
b. After two turns, roll the Ball Die during your Clean Up phase. If 

an even number is rolled, the Ice Cold Status FX is removed. If 
an odd number is rolled, the Flexagon remains Ice Cold.

c. A new instance of Ice Cold on the same Flexagon replaces the 
old one restarts the two-turn timer, after which a single even 
roll removes Ice Cold.

3. Schooled: At the start of your turn, your affected Flexagon loses 10
CP. 

a. Turn the Flexagon upside down to denote this Status FX.
b. During the Clean Up phase, roll the Ball Die. If an even number 

is rolled, the Schooled Status FX is removed. If an odd number 
is rolled, the Flexagon remains Schooled. The Flexagon
continues to lose 10 CP at the start of your turn until this 
Status FX is removed.

c. Unlike Shook and Dazzled, Schooled can happen multiple times 
to the same Flexagon.

**Note: A Flexagon can be Schooled multiple times. For each copy 
of the Schooled Status FX the Flexagon has, it loses 10 CP at the 
start of the turn. During the Clean Up phase, you only roll once. An 
even roll removes all copies of Schooled.
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Section 6: STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS (cont’d)
5. Overmatched: The affected Flexagon cannot Flex or be substituted 

out & must be the target of any opponent Flex. An Overmatched
Flexagon can also lose CP each turn.

a) During your clean up phase, roll the Ball Die.
1. If a 1-4 is rolled, the affected Flexagon loses 10 CP.
2. If a 5-8 is rolled, the affected Flexagon loses 20 CP.
3. If a 9-12 is rolled; the Overmatched Status FX is 

removed.
b) Place an Overmatched Token (or a nickel) on the Flexagon

to denote this Status FX.
c) Just like Schooled, Overmatched can happen multiple times 

to the same Flexagon.
**Note: A Flexagon can be Overmatched multiple times. No matter 
how many copies of Overmatched are on your Flexagon, you still only 
roll once during your Clean Up phase to resolve it. Multiply any CP 
Damage taken from the roll by the number of copies of Overmatched
on the Flexagon. A roll of 9-12 removes all copies.
**Note: If more than one Flexagon is Ice Cold or Overmatched, your 
opponent can choose which of the affected Flexagons is the Active 
Defender.
**Note: Like some Status FX, some Player Abilities & FX Tiles can 
stack. Stacking is where the same effect is applied multiple times at 
once, such as a penalty to the OPP or a buff to your own Flexagon. 
Example: You can have two “Beast Mode” FX tiles that add +40 
Damage for 3 turns. If you play one & then the other on consecutive 
turns, the Damage buff will stack to +80 Damage if both tiles are not 
expired.

Status FX can add up! This means multiple Status FX can be affecting a 
Flexagon at the same time. An unfortunate Flexagon could be Schooled, 
Dazzled & Overmatched all at once! In this case, up to 40 CP is lost per turn 
just for having those Status FX.

Section 7: FLEX EXAMPLES
As explained in Section 5, there are multiple steps to triggering a Flex. You 
must look up the base Damage, see if your Flexagon is Ballin’ VS or Soft 
VS, then see if any other modifiers are in play. Here are a few examples to 
help you out:

Example One: Basic Kendrick Nunn does 20 base Damage for his Tier 2 
Flex “Take Your Cookies”. He’s also Flexing on a Tank-type, so he gets double 
the base Damage of this Flex (Tank-type is listed under Nunn’s Ballin’ VS). 
An “Unstoppable” FX tile is also attached to him, which gives him another 
+40 Damage. Here’s how you calculate the Damage:
1. Base Damage = 20
2. Double the Damage for Flexing on a Tank-type = 20 x 2 (40 total 

Damage so far)
3. Apply the “Beast Mode” FX Tile Damage boost = +20 (60 total 

Damage so far)
4. Roll a 7-12 to add 20 to the TOTAL Damage of this Flex = +20
This one move generates 80 Damage! His opponent loses 80 CP. Ouch!
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Section 7: FLEX EXAMPLES (cont’d)
Example Two: If you notice, Nunn’s Tier 3 Flex “Nunn the Better” 
allows you to double the TOTAL Damage of this Flex (on a roll of 1-
7). So, in this case, here’s how you calculate the Damage:
1. Base Damage = 20
2. Double the Damage for Flexing on a Tank-type = 20 x 2 (40 total 

Damage so far)
3. Apply the “Beast Mode” FX Tile Damage boost = +20 (60 total 

Damage so far)
4. Roll a 1-7 to double the TOTAL Damage of this Flex = 60 x 2 = 

120
In this case, Kendrick Nunn’s Tier 3 Flex does 120 Damage to CP!
**Note: When you see “double the TOTAL DAMAGE,” this applies to 
all Damage including boosts. This means that you calculate all the 
Damage from the base Damage, plus any enhancements/boosts from 
Player Abilities & FX Tiles, and then that total is doubled. This packs 
quite a punch!

Section 8: GAMEPLAY TIPS

• Some Flexagons (especially Hustle-types) & FX Tiles may allow 
you to roll the PlayAction Die multiple times or take extra turns.

• If a Flexagon on the Game Board has lots of Damage Tokens on it 
or is just not a good matchup against your opponent, you might 
want to substitute that Flexagon out with a different Flexagon
from your Bench instead.

• Some Flexagons have Player Abilities they can use. Many of them 
can be used before you Flex. Each Player Ability is different, so 
read carefully to see how each one works.
o Some work only if a condition is met, while others work all 

the time even without you using them.
o Be sure to announce which Player Abilities you are using so 

your opponent knows what you’re doing.
• Some Flexagons will change their player-type as they Upgrade. For 

example, Basic Ja Morant is a Versatile-type whereas Rising Star 
Ja Morant is a High IQ-type.

• Some players can Taunt. Typically, these are Tank-types who can 
absorb a lot of Damage to CP. The Taunt effect means the 
opponent must Flex on that Flexagon for a number of turns (as 
determined by the Player or FX Tile). Use this Player Ability to 
distract your opponent from taking out your high-value 
Teammates!

**Note: If a Player Ability or an FX Tile mentions players on a certain team, 
it’s referring to the current team that Player is on in the NBA. For example, 
LeBron James has played for the Cleveland Cavaliers, Miami Heat & the 
Los Angeles Lakers. However, he is currently on the Los Angeles Lakers. 
Therefore, for the intent & purpose of Player Abilities, Team-Ups, & any in-
game instruction referring to Flexagons on a team, LeBron James is 
considered a Los Angeles Laker.
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Section 9: ROSTER BUILDING TIPS

To make a good roster, you should try to match player-types to find a 
balance between offense & defense. Or, you could build an offensive 
juggernaut to take out other teams quickly using powerful Assault- & 
Marksman-types. Perhaps you want a defensive match that will slow the 
game down with Defensive- & Tank-types, ultimately winning by using FX 
Tiles. Build your Roster wisely!

When you’re starting a whole new Roster, try these guidelines:
1. Balance is key. Try to have a variety of different player-types, Flexes

& Player Abilities so you can adapt quickly based on your opponent.
2. Similarly, keep a variety of FX Tiles in your Roster as well. For 

example, a mix of CP restore, tile revive, offensive & defensive FX 
Tiles will allow you to make appropriate moves to keep your team 
alive.

3. Try different strategies & find what works with your playing style. If 
you are a conservative player, lean towards defensive Player & FX 
Tiles. If you prefer to blitz & Flex aggressively, make sure your 
Player & FX Tiles deal maximum Damage early on.

Every Roster is different! Keep building your Roster to create the best 
outcome for you.

There are a few other things you need to master in order to put together 
an unstoppable team:
1. Make sure you build a Roster of Player & FX Tiles that offer you a 

variety of different player-types, moves, and buffs/debuffs. You want to 
keep your opponent on their heels & be able to counter their 
strategies as well.

2. Ballin’ VS & Soft VS: Some player-types do better against certain 
player-types & worse against others. These player-types are listed on 
the back of each Flexagon depicted as icons.

a) The base Damage is doubled on the Flex to a player-type listed 
under Ballin’ VS.

b) The base Damage is halved on the Flex to a player-type listed 
under Soft VS.

c) For example, All-NBA Kevin Durant has “Tank” listed under 
Ballin’ VS. This means that his Flexes to Tank-types will be 
worth double the base Damage to the opponent Tank-types CP. 
He is also Soft VS Hustle-types. His base Damage against 
Hustle-types is cut in half.

d) Another example: All-NBA Kevin Durant’s Tier 2 Flex “Face Up 
Force” delivers an extra +15 Damage to opposing Flexagon CP
if you roll a 1-5 on the Ball Die. If he is Flexing on a Hustle-type, 
his base 40 Damage is halved to 20 because he is Soft VS
Hustle-types. However, the extra +15 Damage if he rolls a 1-5 
is not halved, because the extra Damage is not considered base 
Damage. The total result from this Flex is 20+15 = 35 total 
Damage to the opposing Flexagon CP.

**Note: When a Player Ability or FX Tile allows you to call in other 
Teammates to Flex during a turn, don’t forget to calculate any Ballin’ VS
& Soft VS Damage adjustments!
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Section 9: ROSTER BUILDING TIPS (cont’d)
3. Status FX: Some Flexes & FX Tiles leave Flexagons Shook, 

Dazzled, Schooled, Ice Cold or Overmatched. These are called 
Status FX. They can only happen to Active Flexagons on the 
Game Board — when a Player is substituted out, all Active
Status FX on that Flexagon are removed. Upgrading a 
Flexagon also removes any Active Status FX.

**NOTE: A PlayAction Die can still be rolled & played if you are 
affected by a Status FX, as Status FX don't constitute a missed 
turn. You only miss a turn if a Player Ability or FX Tile causes 
you to lose a turn.

4. Team Ups: Some Flexagons can “team
up” with each other to boost and
support to create devastating combos.
These Flexagons have special
abilities that only apply when all
the required Flexagons are
Active on the Game Board.
Be on the lookout
for these unique
combinations!

Section 10: GLOSSARY
Active: Current Flexagons on the Game Board that have not been Taken 
Out. Can also refer to non-expired Status FX.

Ball Die: This is a 12-sided numeric die that is used to determine if moves 
are successful or not.

Ballin’ Vs:  A list of player-types against which the base Damage of a Flex is 
doubled.

Bench:  A bank of up to five Flexagons ready to be substituted into the 
game for any Active Flexagons or for a Flexagon that has been Taken Out.

Confidence Points (CP): The amount of confidence a player has. The total 
CP of all the players in your Roster determines your total team CP. CP is 
reduced when an opposing Flexagon Flexes you with a basketball move. 
When Flexagon CP goes to 0, that tile is removed from the game.

Damage: The amount an opponent’s CP is reduced by a Flex.

Damage Tokens: These are tokens used to denote the amount of Damage 
done to a Flexagon’s CP. If Damage Tokens are not used, a scoring sheet 
or piece of paper should be used to keep track of CP.
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Flexagon: A tile representing an NBA player that can be used to inflict 
Damage or effects to the opposing team. Read Section 3 to learn more 
about Flexagons.

Soft VS: A list of player-types against which the base Damage of a Flex is 
doubled.

Status FX: An effect on your Flexagons resulting from an opponent’s Flex, 
Player Ability, or FX Tiles.

Substitution: The action of removing a Flexagon from the Game Board to 
the Bench. All attached Damage Tokens also move with the Flexagon to the 
Bench.

Taunt: This effect means the opponent must Flex on the Taunting Flexagon 
for a number of turns (determined by the Player or FX Tile).

Taken Out: A Flexagon removed from the game because CP has been 
reduced to 0.

Teammate: A Flexagon’s other Active Flexagons on the Game Board.

Upgrade Tile: A tile that can be stacked on top of a lower-level Flexagon.  
Upgrade Tiles dramatically improve a Flexagon’s CP, Flex, Player Abilities & 
Ballin’ VS/Soft VS lists.

Section 10: GLOSSARY (cont’d)
Dazzled Token: This token is used when a Flexagon has the Dazzled 
Status FX. If a Dazzled Token is not available, a dime can be used. Read 
Section 7 to learn more about Status FX.

Defender: The opposing Flexagon that is selected to defend against a 
Flex.

FX Tile: A tile that temporarily changes the rules of the game in various 
ways. They can cause you to boost or reduce Damage, restore CP to 
your Teammates, place Status FX on to your opponents, or cause 
mayhem by forcing your opponent to make moves they don’t want to do 
(like discarding tiles during a turn). Assemble & organize your FX Tiles to 
build the perfect strategy to compliment your Flexagons.

Game Board: The playing surface of Flex.

Overmatched Token: This token is used when a Flexagon has the 
Overmatched Status FX. If an Overmatched Token is not available, a 
nickel can be used. Read Section 7 to learn more about Status FX.

Opponent (OPP): The player you are going up against. 

PlayAction Die: This is a 20-sided die that is used to determine what 
you can do during a given turn. Read Section 5 to learn more about the 
PlayAction Die.

Player Ability: A non-damage related buff or debuff that a Flexagon can 
put on opponents, Teammates and/or the gameplay.


